~ Steering Through the Sea of Life ~
With the Wheel of Personal Power

Full Moon
Message ~ Meditation ~ Activation
Energy Experience

Message ~
The Wheel ~ symbolizes the Wheel of Law or the Wheel of Transformation.
Metaphorically, the Wheel Represents Rapid Spiritual Changes. The Eight Spokes
of the Wheel symbolize the Noble Eightfold Path. The Wheel is of “3” basic parts.
The “Hub” symbolizes moral discipline, which stabilizes the mind. The *8*

“Spokes” represent Wisdom, which is applied to defeat ignorance. And the “Rim”
represents Training in Concentration, which holds everything else together.
Today's Message simply reminds us of our Personal Power...
This Personal Power derives from the 3rd Chakra, known as the "Solar Plexus. It
gives us ~ The Will ~ The Way ~ The Drive ~ The Movement and the Strength to
keep Steering the Ship, throughout the Sea of Life.
The Wheel of Personal Power is in a Direct Communication to the Lower Bodies ~
connecting the Upper Bodies at a Central Point of contact with the Mind. Its
communication is like a Radio Signal that becomes an indicator for the mind to be
Self-Guided by the energy of Intuition. This Wheel Steers the Course of the SelfDriven. This Chakra is a "Gleaming Gem" ~ Shining brightly from the Pin Point
Center of this Wheel that Spins. When the "Wheel" (Solar Plexus) and the Mental
are in full connection, the Direction that your Ship is Steered, is cleared of any
obstructions in this Sea of Life. Though. . . if a 'spoke' is bent, bowed, or crooked
in this Wheel and Minds Connection per se, the course may be headed towards a
stationary experience, resistance, or even an iceberg, preventing the natural FLOW
of this Ship to Sail.
In its Constant motion, the Wheel leads us in many different directions, Piloting us
to many Portals, that will either dock us, or keep us sailing through the Sea of Life.
This month’s Full-Moon, is creating and Energy Experience that will Stimulate the
bodies of Water (Emotions) to Peak. Basically, the Power of the Full-Moon will
begin to Charge the embodiments Seven Seals (Chakras), creating a “Wave” from
within the Second Charka (emotions), that will begin to Unseal anything that has
been stuck or stagnant. When the Embodiment begins to feel the Energy Rise, it
will Activate the Wheel (Solar Plexus) to Rotate and Unseal its Lock, which will Reopen and Activate the Movement of Memory occurring from within the 2nd Seal.
As the Lock is opened, one may begin to feel a depressurization as they begin to
set sail.
If something has been ‘sitting stagnant” in the waters well (emotions), this
Movement will begin to help one rise from sitting idle. IF, one begins to feel
agitated, frustrated, lose concentration, feel weakened and/or want to give up,
please don’t . . . and know that you are RELEASING the blockages from your past.

These are all energy feelings that have been “caught” deep within the pocket of
the Sacral (2nd chakra). As the Wave Stimulates the Waters to Gyrate, there will be
a Movement of Memory that has been “caught” within, to the Heaviness of the
waters overflow.
We have made it this far, we don’t want to give up at this Point of Entry. This Energy
Experience offers us the ability to Uplift this old dormant frequency, that has been
sitting Stagnant within the ‘bodies of water’ (emotions) for a long time. By taking
Self-Control of the Wheel, one may Steer them self away from the “Nets” of Past.
As the Full-Moon pulses an electromagnetic Wave, it is up to the “Captain” of his
own Ship to Steer the Wheel of Life from the Straits of Services, and to find
themselves once again FLOWING in the Sea of Life.
How to keep Self- Focused through the Waves of Change:
Staying in Alignment requires Self-Care and a Self-Knowingness. Finding a Peaceful
space of Self-love, and incorporating Light Into the embodiment, and instilling a
great mental attitude, meditation, rest, flow and laughter, will keep one balanced
during the Tides of Time.
Though these energetic changes are evident in its natural state of reason...we have
an empowerment to this Wheel and can Steer ourselves into Peace versus Storm.
Staying Focused during this next Wave, will help alleviate, lessen and even
diminish the discomforts of the Stormy Seas.
Keeping the Solar Plexus balanced is vital to the health of our being. The Solar
Plexus is the organizing brain of the nervous system and as such, is an important
power center that ought to be kept in a perfect equilibrium. To assist in this
balance, sit quietly in a cross-legged position, straight spine. Inhale Love . . . Exhale
Light. (repeat).
To further assist in the continual progression of your journey, please join us in this
Full-Moon’s Meditation-Activation.
Within the Stillness of this Meditation, Mary will Hold space as a Clear, Conscious
Conduit, bringing forth the Harmonics of Light Language, as a steady streamline of
light Harnesses this Energy Experience.

The Sounds and toning vibration relaxes, unwinds, de-stresses and lifts us into a
heightened energy frequency field from any outside disturbances. Allowing the
body to Receive, creates a Restoration, a Renewal and a Remembrance of how
Light Lives within, Powered and Generated by Love.
As the Solar Plexus (3rd Charka) begins to connect with the codes of consciousness,
the Wheel of Life begins to Change Directions, moving us away the Old Ice Bergs,
and allows the Captain to Steer himself back into the Sea of Serenity.
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